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1. ABOUT US
Salmonation Smart contracts are created on the Binance smart chain 
network and are managed by a team of technology and blockchain 
professionals and experts in the crypto asset business. Binance Smart 
chain is our first step to step further into the stage of the smart contract 
based blockchain world.

Salmon chain is one part of the goal for wider development and will 
reach local and international markets with technology that is compatible 
with Ethereum virtual machine, we are very confident, that we will be 
able to become part of the local Token association that will be present 
in the Salmon chain network in the future.

The technology that what we use is the same technology as developed 
by Ethreum , and the reason for us to develop this technology is the 
Algorithma which is very compatible and environmentally friendly, 
and has been used by some of the world's leading companies.

With the presence of this Salmon chain Indonesia, we believe that we can 
become a big part of blockchain technology and we are ready to compete 
with foreign developers.

https://salmonchain.com
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Background
Cryptocurrency
Since 2009, the use of Cryptocurrency was noted as a "currency" 
known as "Bitcoin". The currency was discovered by a person or 
group using the pseudonym “Satoshi Nakamoto” in a publication 
entitled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System”.

Cryptocurrency is a virtual currency that is used as an 
alternative currency, where the currency is generated and 
traded through a cryptographic process. Most of these 
cryptocurrencies are decentralized in computer-based 
networks and are based on peer-to-peer technology and 
open source cryptography that does not depend on a central 
authority such as a central bank or other administrative institutions.

The decentralized of this cryptocurrency it means that the currency 
in circulation is completely dependent on the market and does not 
have a central authority that can regulate it. The circulation and 
emergence of this cryptocurrency is very rapid throughout the 
world and has great potential to affect the world economy.
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SALMON NATION

Vision

Tokenomic Crypto Salmon Nation Consultant and Advisory 
Services provides consulting and advisory services to 
traders / developers in Indonesia initially, to create a tokenomic 
harmony in a project that has been or will run to achieve 
project success. Indirectly will create an appropriate tokenomic 
standardization for a project that is run.

Our vision is to realize a smart contract-based Blockchain in Indonesia. 
Creating a good ecosystem, sustainable, and beneficial ecosystem for 
the community.

Mission
Creating a platform for a good ecosystem ,Creating competent & 
credible developers in running the project Develop a good community 
in the ecosystem.

And here is the market opportunity for SALMON NATION. So 
that the creation of a tokenomic Consultant and Advisory Service 
Offer for crypto actors.
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2. Salmon Chain
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Introduction
This Salmon Chain was created for our efforts to support Indonesian 
Local Developers to build their projects, and Salmon chain as a 
platform to support the development of tokens in Indonesia. 
With the presence of this salmon chain, we hope that we provide 
a solution to the local developers can develop their projects that 
are more efficient and environmentally friendly.

The main focus from outside of certain innovations is to provide 
a more balanced and better sustainable ecosystem, so that we can 
leverage the development of national tokens to enter the global 
market.

Salmon Chain is a decentralized blockchain based on smart 
contracts that is compatible with the EVM “Ethereum virtual machine” 
which was developed by a team of domestic developers.

With the presence of salmon chain as a local blockchain made in 
Indonesia, we want to show that Indonesia's technological capabilities 
have reached the point of international standards.

https://salmonchain.com
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What is a Blockchain ?
A blockchain is essentially a digital ledger of transactions that 
is duplicated and distributed across the entire network of computer 
systems on the blockchain

Salmon Chain is a blockchain that manages data-based transaction 
data, and has P2P (Peer to Peer) properties that can make computers 
on the network check and ensure the information or data in 
the block is a valid transaction. This process is called a 
decentralized process that occurs between various network 
nodes. After receiving the new information, the cryptographic 
hash will take the data and turn it into a unique series of codes 
(compact string). Then, once the transaction is verified and 
deemed valid, the data is added to a new block.

Smart Contract
The definition of a smart contract is an agreement between two 
parties in the form of computerized code. Smart contracts run on a 
blockchain network, so they are stored in a public database and cannot 
be changed.

https://salmonchain.com
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Transactions that occur in smart contracts are processed by 
the blockchain, which means smart contracts can be sent automatically 
without any third parties (banks, governments, brokers, etc.). And with 
this tokenization smart contract, it can facilitate the automatic transfer 
of funds between parties, this transfer between parties can be done if it 
meets several criteria that have been determined from the existing 
smart contract.

At  Salmon chain network, every developer can create a smart contract 
token or other smart contract that is compatible with 
EVM (ethereum virtual machine).

Ecosystem
The ecosystem is a continuation of the development that will be 
present in the Salmon chain network from various business sectors 
such as: Tokens, Defi, Dapp's and others that will be built under 
the blockchain network.

Diffrent with coins, tokens usually represent a certain type of 
utility or asset, sometimes even both.

Tokens are usually issued on an existing third party blockchain 
such as the Ethereum Blockchain. For example, tokens with the 
ERC-20 standard. Diffrent with coins, tokens are transferable 
units of value released within the blockchain, not cryptocurrencies 
like Bitcoin

A. Token

https://salmonchain.com
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Decentralized Finance or abbreviated as DeFi is a 
Blockchain-based financial application ecosystem that can 
operate without a central authority such as banks or other 
financial institutions.

Tokens also have a market value, but technically they are not a 
currency. What is meant by cryptocurrency is the term used by 
the community because crypto functions as a transaction fee 
between other cryptocurrencies in a blockchain network. In 
Indonesia, it is called a cryptoasset.

B. DeFi 

DApp's is an application that is used to carry out a crypto 
Asset transaction. DApps or what is called Decentralized 
Applications, DApps can literally be interpreted as decentralized 
applications. Dapps is a digital program or application that is 
active and works on a blockchain or P2P computer network 
and does not have a middleman or intermediary so that users 
can transact Crypto assets directly without a centralized 
intermediary.

C. DApp’s

https://salmonchain.com
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NFT (Non-Fungible Token) 
Non-Fungible Tokens or commonly known as NFTs are currently 
growing rapidly with the largest transactions being Collectibles. 
NFT is used as proof of ownership of goods such as: Artwork, 
Video clips, Music and others that appear in digital formats (JPEG, 
PNG, GIF) that can be purchased with crypto.

On the SalmonChain network, developers can also implement 
their projects into the Salmonchain network and build NFT projects, 
using smart contracts that are compatible with EVM.

3. TOKENOMIC TOKEN 
AND ECONOMIC
A cryptocurrency token is a store of value for assets, and what assets 
are represented varies greatly by blockchain. The economic system is a 
system that can create large and equitable prosperity.
Based on the statements of experts, the definition of economics is the science 
of resource management. The necessary for the welfare of both individuals, 
society and the state which will later lead to three economic principles 
such as: production, distribution and consumption.

https://salmonchain.com
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TOKENOMICS

Liquidity Pool

Start Liquidity Pool On Pancakeswap V2
250BNB : 50,000,000 $SUI50 %

Ecosystem & 
Partnerships

Decentralized Finance
Decentralized Exchange20 %
Decentralized Applications
NFT  Marketplace
LaunchedPAD
Game & Metaverse
WEB3 Wallets
And More

Marketing & 
Developments

Community Representative
Community Built10 %
Branding On Social media
Branding On Press Release
Listing to Centralized Exchange
And More

 Foundation

Blockchain Mainnet
Technology Research10 % Human Resouces
Market Research
WEB3 in technology era 4.0 Research
And More

Reserve
10 %

https://salmonchain.com



4. SALMONATION INFORMATION
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Token Information
Token Name  : Salmonation
Network  : Binance Smart Chain ( BSC )
Token Ticker  : $SUI
Max Supply  : 100,000,000 $SUI
Decimals  : 9
Tax Reflection : 9%  | 3% Development

3% Marketing | 3% Partnership

Coin Information
Coin Name   : Salmonation
Network  : Salmon Chain
Coin Ticker  : $SUI
Max Supply  : 100,000,000 $SUI
Decimals  : 18

Supply & Price Information
Initial Supply  : 50,000,000 $SUI
Liquidity   : 250 BNB
Initial Price in BNB : 0.000005 BNB / $SUI 

Lock  : 6 Months
estimate ( $0.0019 / $SUI )

https://salmonchain.com
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BLOCKCHAIN INFORMATION
Consensus  : HPOS 
Validator  : 21
Performance  : TPS +5000 “ Average Block Interval 3s
Transaction Fee : 1 Gwei
Compatible  : EVM “Ethereum Virtual Machine”
Crosschain  : Supported
Token Contract : Supported
Smart Contract : Supported
Smart Contract Type : SRC20 & SRC721
Ecomonics Model : Token transaction & Smart contract, 
    cost of using $SUI
 

5. ROADMAP
Quartal 1

Pre Launch Marketing
Create a  Smart Contract  BEP20
Website Launch
Whitepaper & Roadmap Launch
Listing in Pancakeswap V2
AMA
UI / UX
Blockchain & Testnet explorer launch
Open-source on Github

https://salmonchain.com
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Quartal 2

Token Smart Contract Audit
Submit  Token name & Logo to Dapp’s 
List to CoinmarketCAP & Coingecko
Token Smart Contract SRC20 Test

What We Do?

Introduction to Community & Public

Project Knowledge
How to make token On $SUI Network
What Kind of program language that use on network
Smartcontract Introduction
The benefit of blockchain for community & other ecomonic activities

Partnership

B2B Cooperation for technology & Development of blockchain ecosystem
Initiate to implementation blockchain on government system
BUILD Community crypto in INDONESIA

Salmonchain Testnet

Building Main Project on Network

DEX – Decentralized Exchange
DAPP’s & WEB3 Wallets

Development Based On Partnership

https://salmonchain.com
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DEFI – Decentralized Finance
Launchedpad
NFT Marketplace
Game & Metaverse
Stable SWAP
Communittes

Quartal 3

Blockchain 
Promotion 
Development 
Coin Listing 
Riset & Development 
Human Resources 
Partnerships

Financial Planing For Mainnet

Quartal 4

Accomplish Partnership
Accomplish Main project development
Accomplish Marketing & Promotion
Accomplish Future financial plan
Announce New Roadmap

Mainnet Salmonchain Launch

https://salmonchain.com



SOCIAL MEDIA 
INFORMATION

thesalmonation

salmonation
salmonationchannel

salmonationofficial

https://m.youtube.com/
channel/UCzFET6Ivgmfh3kYkYIl40ng 
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